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Abstract

As an important part of scene understanding, scene
text extraction can promote the performance of text
recognition significantly. This paper focuses on extract-
ing text pixels from background in images of natural
scenes. First, a novel feature descriptor called local
symmetry transform is proposed to detect local symme-
try relationship of strokes for each image pixel. The
presented method is local and color invariant, which
makes it robust enough to handle many complex sit-
uations for scene text extraction such as variation of
lighting, blur of text regions, shadow and complex back-
ground. Then, guided filter is introduced to enhance
the local symmetry map produced by the local symme-
try transform, which can smooth the feature map and
reduce noise noticeably. Finally, text candidates are
generated as seed points, and by seed-based segmenta-
tion we automatically judge the text polarity to obtain
correct text regions. Experimental results on KAIST
dataset show that our method leads to a high perfor-
mance.

1 Introduction

As an important part of natural scene image, textual
information in scene image can always offer core clues
for people or computers to understand scenes. Hence,
to obtain textual information in natural scene image
is a valuable and promising research direction, which
can be utilized in many ways.

In recent years, scene text extraction algorithms
have been classified into three categories: adaptive
threshold based, probability model based, and clus-
tering based. Adaptive threshold based method, hold-
ing the assumption that color in the text area is simi-
lar, segments images according to local color features.
For instance, OTSU [1] , Kittler [2], Niblack [3] and
Sauvola [4]. The main drawback of adaptive threshold
based method is that it is difficult to choose a effective
threshold value to extract text, especially when text is
blurred.

Probability model based method tends to establish a
probability model for image, which transforms text ex-
traction problem into a pixel labeling problem by min-
imizing a carefully designed energy function. Lee and
Kim [5] proposed employing a two-stage CRF model
to label groups of text regions.

Taking the advantage of the characteristic that text
regions tend to possess similar color and texture, clus-
tering based method segments text and background
by clustering image pixels. Wakahara Toru and Kita
Kohei [6] used K-means method to generate text can-
didates and then used support vector machines (SVM)
to classify text candidates. After merging the results
of classification, text regions were extracted.

(a) Input image

(b) Local symmetry map

(c) Enhanced local symmetry map

(d) Text candidate

(e) Result

Figure 1. The pipeline of our method. The input
image is shown in (a), local symmetry map (b)
is generated by applying LST on the input image
(a), then we apply guided filter on local symme-
try map (b) to obtain a enhanced local symmetry
map (c), next text candidate (d) is generated by
using OTSU threshold method on (c). After text
polarity estimation and denoising, the segmented
text is shown in (e).

The approach we proposed in the study is inspired
by symmetry detection and stroke width transform
(SWT) [7], which is proved to be effective, proposes
detecting stroke pixels by measuring the orientation
difference between pairs of edge pixels, and grouping
stroke pixels with similar widths as connected compo-
nents. Daniel Reisfeld [8] associated symmetry magni-
tude and direction with each pixel in an image to com-
pute the symmetry map directly from the edge map of
images without prior segmentation.

In this paper, we propose a novel text extraction
method, Firstly local symmetry transform (LST) is
used to generate local symmetry map and stroke width
map simultaneously. Then we take the advantage of
weighted median filter [9] and guided filter [10] to en-
hance stroke width map and local symmetry map re-
spectively. After that, we utilize adaptive threshold
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method OTSU to generate text candidates. Finally
image segmentation method random walk [11] is used
to automatically detect text polarity and to choose the
correct text region from text candidates. The pipeline
of our approach is shown in Fig. 1. It makes the fol-
lowing contributions:

1. Combining generalized symmetry transform with
widely-used SWT, we present LST to detect bilateral
symmetry of the symmetric edge of strokes, and stroke
width map is generalized simultaneously;

2. Weighted median filter and guided filter are in-
troduced into scene text extraction. The experimental
results of our approach have shown that these image
filters can improve the feature maps commendably.

2 proposed method

Text extraction is usually employed after text local-
ization. The input of our text extraction module is
the localized color image of text region. In order to
improve the final performance, we use pre-process to
improve image quality and to reduce calculating time
consumption.

Firstly, we use Gaussian filter to smooth input image
and then the input image is normalized to a fixed scale,
namely scaling the image so that the minimum of im-
age height and width is a fixed value. Afterwards LST
is used to generate local symmetry map and stroke
width map. Usually the result of LST is not good
enough due to noise and complex background of scene
image. Therefor image filtering is applied to enhance
the output of LST, where we use weighed median fil-
ter [9] to refine stroke width map and guided filter [10]
to refine local symmetry map. Next, OTSU method
is employed on local symmetry maps to generate text
candidates. Because there are two polarities of point,
namely along the gradient direction and against the
gradient direction, two sets of text candidates are ob-
tained. Finally, an image segmentation based method
is used to automatically detect text polarity and to
choose the correct text regions from the two sets of
text candidates.

2.1 Local Symmetry Transform

Notice that the strokes of text usually have bilateral
symmetric relationship[12]. Here, we present LST to
detect local bilateral symmetry of text strokes. LST is
designed so that text strokes with more obvious bilat-
eral symmetric relationship have a higher value, while
the value of background region is relatively low. The
input of LST is the localized color image of text region
after pre-processing. Firstly, we convert the input im-
age into a gradient map using Scharr operator [13],
then the gradient map is normalized into [0, 1],and the
gradient direction is normalized into [−π, π].

Then we define a local symmetry measure for
each point pair, let pk = (xk, yk) be any point
(k = 1, 2, . . . ,K), K means the maximum index of
point on the gradient map, g (pk) and θ (pk) denote
the gradient strength and gradient direction of point
pk.

The local symmetry measure function is defined as:

R(pi, pj)± =

{
O (pi, pj) ∗ C (pi, pj) ∗G (pi, pj) ∗D (pi, pj) , O (pi, pj) > ot
0, others

(1)

Here, pj = pi ±w ∗ (cos (θ (pi)) , sin (θ (pi))) s.t. w <
wt. pj is the next point on the gradient direction of
pi, wt is a stroke width threshold denotes the maxi-
mum stroke width our method can deal with, ot is a
threshold to remove some noises and reduce calcula-
tion time consumption, the first function O measures
the direction symmetry of the two points, it is defined
as:

O (pi, pj) = P (θ (pi) , θ (pj)) ∗max (P (θ (pi) , θl) , P (θ (pj) , θl)) (2)

Where P denotes the direction opposition of two an-
gles, and θl means the direction of the line segment l
passing through the two point pi and pj , the function
P is defined as:

P (θ1, θ2) = max (0, cos (abs (θ1 − θ2)− π)) (3)

Then C function measure the color consistency be-
tween the two points, it will be relatively high if the
colors of points on the line segment l are almost all the
same. The item is defined as:

C (pi, pj) = max
(

0,
(min(g(pi),g(pj))−max(g(pk)))

min(g(pi),g(pj))

)
, pk ∈ L (4)

Here, L is the points set of the line segment l without
end points. Next the G function measures the gradient
similarity of the two points, it is defined as:

G (pi, pj) = max

(
0, 1− abs (g (pi)− g (pj))

min (g (pi) , g (pj))

)
(5)

Finally, the last function D is a distance weight func-
tion measures the distance proximity, and it is defined
as:

D (pi, pj) =
1√
2πσ

exp

(
−‖pi − pj‖

2σ

)
(6)

Here, σ with different values implies different scales,
and it is chosen based on experience.

While traversing on the image, for each point pair
(pi, pj), all the points belonged to L are assigned to
the local symmetry value R (pi, pj). For each point,
it can be inferred that the point may be assigned to
several different local symmetry values, we only keep
the maximum. And then the stroke width is defined
as the length of line segment l, the same as before, for
each point, we only keep the stroke width while the
local symmetry value of the point is the maximum.

As mentioned before, there are two polarities of
point, namely along the gradient direction and against
the gradient direction. We use subscript ± to indicate
different polarities in (1). We assume that the polarity
of text stroke is consistent in an image, it is acceptable
in most instances.

Taking advantage of the property of polarity, we use
a strategy called polarity constrain to segment the im-
age initially. Let S(pk)± define the positive/negative

local symmetry value of the point pk, and ̂S(pk)± de-
notes the corresponding local symmetry value after ap-
plying polarity constrain, we modify the local symme-
try value as follow:
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(a) Input image (b) Positive local symmetry map (c) Negative local symmetry map

Figure 2. An example of LST. Input image is shown in (a). After using LST and polarity constrain, a positive
local symmetry map (b) and a negative local symmetry map (c) are generated.

̂S(pk)+ = max(0, S(pk)+ − S(pk)−) (7)̂S(pk)− = max(0, S(pk)− − S(pk)+) (8)

Finally, we get a positive local symmetry map and a
negative local symmetry map, and the two local sym-
metry maps give the input image an initial segmenta-
tion as shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Local Symmetry Map Enhancement

As shown in Fig. 2 (b)(c), the local symmetry map is
not smooth because the local symmetry value of point
on the image is assigned line by line, and there may ex-
ist isolated noise due to complex background. Besides,
The same as SWT, in more complex situations, like
corners, the LST values will not get correct symme-
try value. SWT solves this problem by passing along
each non-discarded ray again and assigning the median
SWT value of all the pixels on the ray to all its pix-
els. We can not take example by SWT, because LST
is applied on gradient map, there is no non-discarded
ray defined in LST. We solve this problem by applying
guided filter on local symmetry map.

First, we use weighted median filter [9] to refine the
stroke width map. Based on original median filter,
weighted median filter is first used for disparity refine-
ment. For each pixel, every pixel in the neighborhood
is weighted by using filter weights.

Then, we use guided filter [10] to smooth the lo-
cal symmetry map, guided filter is an edge-preserving
smoothing operator, and it generates the filtering out-
put by considering the content of a guidance image.
We use origin color image as the guided image, half
of w0 is set as the local window radius, and w0 is the
median of the corresponding stroke width map. After
filtering, we use polarity constrain again.

2.3 Text Polarity Estimation

As instructed before, we have obtained two enhanced
local symmetry map S(pk)+ and S(pk)− after LST and
enhancement, adaptive threshold image segmentation
method OTSU [1] is used to generate text candidates
on both enhanced local symmetry maps.

After that, we have to estimate the polarity of text
regions, and figure out which one of the two sets of text
candidates is foreground and which one is background.

Seed based image segmentation method is used to
segment the whole image, the two sets of text candi-
dates are considered as two different sets of seed points,
we assign different labels to these seed sets respectively.
Many seed-based segmentation methods can be used,
we have considered the following methods: graph cut

[14] , region grow [15] and random walk [11]. We choose
random walk due to its good performance and high ef-
ficiency. Random work is performed in a 3-dimensional
space by representing each pixel using pixel intensity,
positive local symmetry value and negative local sym-
metry value. After segmentation, the whole image is
segmented into two parts, then we calculate the num-
ber of points of each label on the image’s border, the
label which contains more points on the image’s bor-
der is regarded as background, and we only retain the
foreground.

2.4 Denoising

Because of the complex situation in scene text image,
there are still some noises after we get the text regions.
Here, we use some connected component features to
filter out the noises. The connected components which
satisfy the following constrain are regarded as noises:

CC minor axis < CC stroke width (9)

CC stroke width < t1 (10)

CC top > t2 × image height (11)

CC bottom < t3 × image height (12)

Here, CC minor axis means the connected compo-
nent’s minor axis length which is calculated by ellipse
fitting, CC stroke width is the mean value of the con-
nected component’s stroke width which can be calcu-
lated on the stroke width map, CC top is the y coor-
dinate of the upper-left corner of the connected com-
ponent’s bounding box, CC bottom is the y coordi-
nate of the lower-right corner of the bounding box,
and image height is the height of the image. t1 , t2
and t3 are some empirical values.

3 Experimental results

The proposed text extraction method is evaluated
by the English subset of Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology (KAIST) scene text database
[16], which is widely used as experimental dataset for
text extraction in natural images. Due to the de-nosing
procedure, our method cannot solve multi-line text sit-
uation, so we select 493 single text line images from
entire KAIST dataset.

For our experiments, we try to find a set of parame-
ters applied to all images. For each image, we enlarge
or shrink the image size proportionally so that the min-
imum of image height and width is fixed to 48 pixels.
Stroke width threshold wt is set as 16 so that we can
handle most of scene text images while direction sym-
metry threshold ot is set as 0.5 so as to remove some
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Table 1. Experimental results on the KAIST
dataset

Method P R F
Our method 0.92 0.86 0.89
OTSU 0.72 0.94 0.82
Niblack 0.68 0.97 0.80
Sauvola 0.65 0.97 0.78
K-means 0.74 0.96 0.84
Bilateral Regression a 0.67 0.88 0.76
Bilateral Regression b 0.78 0.94 0.85

a original bilateral regression approach.
b bilateral regression using our text polarity estimation
method.

false point pairs which don’t seem to be point pairs of
strokes. The window radius for weighed median filter
is set as 2 empirically, and according to the suggestion
in [10] we choose 0.0001 as the regularization parame-
ter ε of guided filter. The parameters for denoising is
chosen from experience t1 , t2 and t3 are set as 2.5, 0.7
and 0.3 respectively.

The performance of our text extraction method
is evaluated by precision(P), recall(R) and F-
measure(F). They are measured using the same def-
initions in [17, 18] on pixel level. The performance of
the proposed approach is shown in Table 1, The preci-
sion, recall and f-measure of our method are 0.92, 0.86
and 0.89 respectively.

The performance of the proposed method is com-
pared with adaptive global threshold method OTSU
[1], local threshold method niblack [3] and sauvola
[4], clustering method k-means and bilateral regression
method [19, 20]. All the results are shown in Table 1.
However, the comparison methods can’t estimate the
text polarity by themselves except for bilateral regres-
sion method. Therefore, after binarization, we add our
text polarity estimation procedure for OTSU, niblack,
sauvola and k-means methods.

Our system is implemented in MATLAB, and the
average execution time is 15 seconds. LST consumes
most of the execution time.

4 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel method for text extrac-
tion in scene image. Combining generalized symme-
try transform with widely-used SWT, we present LST
to detect local bilateral symmetry of strokes. LST is
firstly used to generate local symmetry map and stroke
width map. Then we introduce image filter which uti-
lizes the structures in the guidance image into scene
text extraction to improve the feature maps. Our ap-
proach is evaluated by the KAIST scene text dataset
and experimental results show that our approach has
achieved outstanding performance.
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